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WhY KIEfEr PrOduCTS?
»Kiefer has been one of the leading companies in the field of ventilation and air- 
conditioning technology for more than 130 years. We have been developing air  
diffusers, chilled ceilings, fan coil systems and concrete core cooling systems in  
the in-house ambient air flow laboratory for more than three decades. Comfort, 
quality and responsible use of resources are at the forefront of our development 
processes. Our trusting working relationships with building owners, architects 
and technical planning offices are highly valued. Our customers‘ satisfaction is 
very important to us. This means that we are on hand during every phase of the 
project: from the initial sketch through planning all the way to order fulfilment.«

»   AIr-CONdITIONINg 
TEChNOLOgY  —  
A NEW dIMENSION  
IN ArChITECTurE «

Modern architecture sets particular challenges for innovative ventilation and air- 
conditioning systems: these must meet the highest demands in terms of design 
and functionality and fit perfectly into every indoor environment. 
In a modern building, the requirements in terms of energy efficiency and comfort 
can only be met by smart air-conditioning technology. Our product portfolio full 
of innovative solutions meets these demands. Our trusting working relationships 
with building owners, architects and technical planning offices are highly valued. 

Clemens Kiefer
Managing Director 

Ingo Kiefer
Managing Director



INDUCOOL-COmpaCt
Chilled ceiling panel
High performance chilled ceiling panel 
with integrated air diffuser. Cooling with  
air and water. The panels require only  
5–10 % ceiling area.
// See page 5

INDULVENt EC
Ceiling fan coil system
Up to 2600 W cooling capacity. Needs only 
electrical and cooling-water connections.
Draught-free air distribution. Runs with 
Bus-System.
// See page 7

INDULCLIp Z-a
Ceiling air diffuser 
Combined inlet and outlet in compact  
design. High induction and comfort even  
at high temperature differences.
 

INDUSILENt
through-flow element
Compact through-flow element for 
installation in partition walls with integral 
cross-talk silencer. Air flow rates up to 
200 m3/h with pressure drop < 20 Pa. 

INDUDRaLL
Ceiling air diffuser
Attractive design of high-induction  
ceiling air diffuser in many versions. 
Sizes from 300–800 mm. 
Air flow rate up to 1600 m3/h. 
Temperature difference up to –14K.

COMPONENTS OVErVIEW
INDUL
Linear diffuser
Narrow, high-induction linear diffuser for 
completely draught-free air distribution.  
Widths: 15, 18, 24, 45 mm. 
Temperature difference up to –14K.
// See page 4

INDULCLIp-DIK 
Induction cooling system  
Dezentralised induction cooling system 
for increasing the cooling capacity 
with low supply air flow rates.
Sizes from 600 mm and 625 mm. 
Primary  air flow rate  60–130 m³/h.

INDULSNap
Wall air passage 
With integrated cross talk silencer.  
For use as inlet or outlet. 
Diffuser widths 24 + 45 mm. 
Air flow rate up to 250 m3/h. 
Input attenuation ≥ 34 dB.

INDULCLIp
Ceiling air diffuser 
Elegant, high-induction ceiling air  
diffuser in many versions. 
Sizes from  300–800 mm. 
Air flow rate up to 1350 m3/h. 
Temperature difference up to –14 K.

INDULtHERm
Ceiling air diffuser
High-induction ceiling air diffuser. 
Rectangular or round front plate. 
Automatical changing form cooling to 
heating without additional energy.

INDUSaIL SYStEm
active acoustic sail system
Multifunctional system which combines 
the fields of acoustics, lighting, cooling and 
ventilation to offer maximum flexibility  
when designing the office landscape. 
// See page 6

CONCREtCOOL
Concrete-core cooling with air
Cooling pipes Ø 60 mm and Ø 80 mm made of aluminium, which is an excellent thermal conductor, are cast into the concrete 
ceilings in line with the grid. The inside surface of the pipes is finned to improve the transfer of heat. The supply air is not pum-
ped directly into the working areas, but flows through the cooling pipes inside the concrete ceilings. During this process, the 
cold supply air heats up almost to the temperature of the ceiling. The heat required to do this is removed from the ceiling. This 
extraction of heat also represents the concrete core cooling at the same time. This supply air is then fed into the rooms via 
Kiefer air diffusers where it meets the hygienic requirements for fresh air. An outlet temperature of the supply air of approx. 
21° C is achieved entirely without the use of sequential heaters. Primary energy is therefore not required. The process is 
self-regulating and operates virtually without fluctuations with a high degree of temperature stability due to the significant 
storage capacity of the concrete ceilings. The heat recovery of the AHU system is increased to over 95 % by the addition of the 
CONCRETCOOL system. As a result, all the requirements of the Renewable Energies Heat Act are exceeded.

INDUQUELL
Displacement air outlet 
Is configured according to the technical requi-
rements and designed to fit the architectural 
challenges. The combination of a displacement 
air outlet with air guide elements generates a 
low ambient air velocity in the occupied zone, 
even with large temperature differences.

CONSTruCTION PArT ACTIVATION
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INduL
Linear diffuser

Energy
The extremely high induction of 
the INDUL linear diffusers enables 
draught-free operation even at very 
low supply air temperatures, resulting 
in significant energy-saving potenti-
al through the use of free cooling.

The Strenghts

architecture
The delicate outlet profiles can be 
inserted into any desired ceiling ar-
chitecture and keeps ceilings dust-
free longer. Whether unobtrusive 
or deliberately accented, they meet 
all architectural requirements.

technology
Only the INDUL fine-jet characteristic 
enables a uniformly diffuse ambient air 
flow and permits temperature differen-
ces of up to –14 K while meeting even the 
highest demands in terms of comfort.
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Air flow rate 20–250 m³/ hm

Installation width 15, 18, 24 and 45 mm

Installation length 500–2500 mm

Throat height 37–130 mm

Temperature difference up to -14 K

INDUL – Draught-free air distribution and aesthetic ceiling design 
Narrow linear diffuser for ultimate comfort and 
unobtrusive installation in all types of ceilings. 

function

The supply air is divided into fine alternating free jets, intensifying the induction 
of the ambient air. The high induction permits a very high temperature differen-
ce between the ambient air and the supply air. This makes it possible to make use 
of free cooling, to a certain extent. The required cooling capacity is thus minimi-
sed. In spite of the low temperatures, the air gap insulation largely prevents loss 
of energy. And the air diffuser scores points in terms of life cycle costs as evalua-
ted by current certification systems due to the use of recycled aluminium.



function

Owing to its induction effect, the integrated linear diffuser draws the warm ambient 
air over the water-cooled aluminium fin plates. Depending on the dimensioning, this 
achieves a cooling capacity of up to 500 W/m. It is therefore sufficient to cover just 
5-10 % of the ceiling area with INDUCOOL panels. The rest of the ceiling is freely 
accessible and is available for any kind of architectural design. The induction at the 
underside of the INDUCOOL panel – and therefore directly within the room – ensures 
a rapid reduction in the velocity of air leaving and the temperature differences so that 
the highest requirements in terms of ambient comfort are met in the occupied zone.

INduCOOL
CHiLLed CeiLinG PaneL
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Energy
Low energy requirements owing 
to free cooling, hygienic minimum 
air flow rate and dissipation of 
residual heat using cold water.

The Strenghts

architecture
Premium aluminium profiles can 
be used as design elements, their 
low spatial density giving the archi-
tect free reign for ceiling design.

technology
The integrated highly inductive linear 
diffuser itself meets the highest requi-
rements in terms of ambient comfort. 

Cooling capacity up to 500 W/m

Panel width 295 mm

Panel length 500–1750 mm

Installation height 145 mm

Surface covered 5–10 %

INDUCOOL – Effective Cooling with maximum comfort and low energy costs. 
INDUCOOL is a high-capacity chilled ceiling panel with an integrated air diffuser 
Cooling is caried ot using air and water simultaneously.



The Strenghts 

Energy
Low energy requirements owing 
to decentralised fan coil system 
matched to the changing cooling 
load and the option of making use of 
free cooling. Energy-saving EC fan 
units increase energy efficiency.

architecture
Multifunctional system which combines 
the fields of acoustics, lighting, cooling 
and ventilation to offer maximum flexibi-
lity when designing the office landscape.  
Changeable according to requirement.

technology
Acoustic elements which reflect a high 
proportion of light and integrated, 
decentralised fan coil system for cooling 
ambient areas with the option of introdu-
cing supply air.

function

Flexible acoustic sail system with integrated fan coil system for ambient air conditio-
ning taking account of illumination technology. With the INDUSAIL PLUS (QUADRO), 
recirculation air or mixed air is introduced using highly inductive linear diffusers, 
optionally with supply air connection to improve the ambient air quality. 

The combination of active and inactive components makes it possible to meet the 
requirements of varying office concepts, and even future changes. Modifications to 
the partition wall locations has no effect on the arrangement of the ceiling elements 
if planned appropriately. 

INduSAIL SYSTEM
aCtive aCoustiC saiL system

INDUSAIL SYSTEM combines the aspects: Acoustics – Lighting – Cooling – Ventilation. 
Modern office concepts – that‘s what INDUSAIL SYSTEM was developed for – 
maximum flexibility tailored to the design and requirements. INDUSAIL SYSTEM 
is a room optimisation system which meets the requirements of modern buildings 
and the associated flexible office spaces. 

INDUSAIL PLUS – INDUSAIL PLUS (QUADRO) – INDUSAIL SILENT
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Cooling Capacity up to 1500 W

dimension Sail 2.500 mm x 1.100 mm

Cold water temperature from 16°C

Operational mode non-condensing

Installation height 250 mm

recirculation air flow rate 200 - 800 m³/h



The Strenghts 

Energy
Decentralised fan coil system which 
reacts only to the actual cooling requi-
rement within the room, thus avoiding 
energy losses. EC technology that saves 
energy each time it is used and variable 
air flow rate matched to the cooling load 
ensure high energy efficiency with low 
operating costs. 

architecture
Dimensions, yet not larger than a 
standard air diffuser, make it possible, 
to integrate the INDULVENT ec into all 
current ceiling systems. Different design 
options and numerous special solutions 
offer design freedom in terms of archi-
tecture that goes well beyond that offe-
red by conventional fan coil systems.  

technology
Decentralised fan coil system developed 
for the highest demands on comfort, with 
a cooling capacity of up to 2600 watts. The 
hinged front plate allows maintenance and 
cleaning tasks to be carried out quickly 
and trouble-free from within the room.

function 

The energy-saving, acoustically optimised EC fan draws the ambient air into the interi-
or of the housing and cools it by means of the integrated ring cooler. The cooled ambi-
ent air is then fed back into the room via the front plate with highly inductive air guide 
vanes. The major advantage which results from combining a fan coil system with in-
ductive introduction of air is reflected in the significantly greater comfort. In contrast to 
current systems, which blow the supply air into the room without extensive mixing with 
ambient air, here Kiefer‘s own comfortable, draught-free ambient air flow is formed. 

A condensate dish with float module and a low-noise condensate pump are integrat-
ed in the interior of the housing to ensure operational reliability. This means that any 
condensate that arises can be carried away easily and safely via a condensate line. 
The supply air flow rate and the associated cooling capacity are regulated according 
to the requirements of the user and of the space. The integrated Vent-BUS techno-
logy enables master/slave operation without further outlay on control technology. In 
conjunction with a remote switch, it is even possible to achieve single-room control.

INduLVENT EC
fan CoiL system

INDULVENT ec  – Comfort Fan Coil System
Decentralised fan coil system which sets new benchmarks in terms of dimensi-
ons, cooling capacity, acoustics and comfort. INDULVENT ec was developed as 
a clear alternative to current ceiling fan coil systems and the associated disad-
vantages. INDULVENT ec offers 3D ambient air conditioning: maximum cooling 
capacity + good acoustics + highly comfortable inflow behaviour = above average 
user satisfaction.
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Cooling capacity up to 2.600 W

Size 600 x 600 / 625 x 625 mm

Installation height 335 / 375 mm

Cold water temperatures 6–14°C

Accessories Through valve with remote swith
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Kiefer develops and sells high-quality air diffusers around the world, such as linear 
diffusers, fan coil systems, chilled ceiling panels and concrete core cooling systems. 
In close collaboration with the Kiefer engineering plant experiences from planning, 
implementation, service and maintenance of comfort and industrial air conditioning 
slips in the development of the components and systems. 

»   TEChNICAL &  
AESThETICAL  
ExCELLENCE  
IS Our drIVE  «


